
Highly motivated Front-end Developer

proficient in both React and Angular. I

possess a profound understanding of

front-end technologies and am passionate

about creating captivating user

experiences. 

Highly skilled in translating design

concepts into functional web interfaces,

utilizing CSS frameworks and

preprocessors ( like Tailwind CSS, SASS,

MUI, and Angular-Material) to ensure

visually appealing and responsive

applications.

With a team player mentality, I thrive in

collaborative environments and always

bring a positive attitude towards my peers

and superiors. 

I am currently seeking opportunities to

learn and grow professionally, and with a

problem-solving mindset and a proactive

approach, I know I am ready to contribute

my expertise to a dynamic team and

deliver top-notch front-end solutions.

SUMMARY

Web Design.

Front-end coding (JS, TS, CSS, HTML).

Front-end Frameworks (React, Angular).

CSS preprocessors (SASS).

Frameworks /UI Libraries (TailwindCSS, MUI, Angular-

Material).

User Interface/User Experience.

Design Thinking.

Rest and GraphQL APIs.

Figma.

SPECIALIZATIONS

San José, Costa Rica

Telephone: +506-8605-6357

Email: jovazu17@gmail.com

LinkedIn: Roger Josue Vargas Z

Github: roger-josue

Website:  www.roger-vargas.dev

CONTACT INFO

• Work on several Frontend projects using Angular, React, and

Nextjs as core technologies.

• Collaborate with web designers and back-end developers to

complete tasks per given requirements.

• Translate UX/UI figma prototypes into web interfaces.

• Participate in daily stand-up meetings.

• Optimize sites/apps to improve performance and efficiency.

• Develop web components following the "Clean code" guidelines

and SOLID principles.

WORK EXPERIENCE

FRONTEND DEVELOPER

Tavuel |  September 2023- Present

• Evaluate and configure system integrations between the

products and third-party tools.

• Test system integrations to ensure they function correctly and

are accurate as per the given requirements.

• Assist in performing software integration and informal

verification activities.

• Help debug and characterize defects, providing detailed

descriptions and solutions.

• Write and test high-quality software.

• Software engineering duties as assigned.

SYSTEM INTEGRATIONS ENGINEER INTERN

Schoolmint |  June 2022- March 2023

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE - BS, SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

At Universidad Internacional San Isidro Labrador UISIL |
2017-2020

Roger Josue
Vargas Zúñiga
Web Developer

CCNA: INTRODUCTION TO NETWORKS 
CCNA: SWITCHING, ROUTING, AND WIRELESS ESSENTIALS 
CCNA: ENTERPRISE NETWORKING, SECURITY, AND AUTOMATION

At Sykes Tech Academy | 2021

https://www.linkedin.com/in/roger-josue-vargas-z-260681190
https://github.com/roger-josue
https://www.roger-vargas.dev/

